
Snowdogg® Superflex™ Municipal Snow Plow

Flexible upper moldboard transforms on the 
fly to adapt to different road conditions .

Switch between a center, left, or right 
discharge from the cab of your vehicle.

Curl the blade down to control light powdery 
snow.

Corrosion resistant 304 stainless steel lower 
moldboard skin never needs paint.

Fully boxed A-frame and full-width push frame provide power and rigidity.

Nitrided outboard cylinders keep the plow close to the vehicle for a tight turning radius.

Telescoping 2-point level lift (with attachment point for optional 3-point lift) comes standard.

A 2-1/2 king pin with manganese bronze bushing and grease fitting is long lasting and easy to 
maintenance.

Buyers Products SnowDogg® SuperFlex™ Municipal Snow Plow is designed for urban and high 
speed expressway use. The plow features a flexible UHMW polyethylene upper moldboard and 
hydraulically-powered ribs that transform the blade to handle different plowing conditions. 
Switch between standard, left, and right discharges on-the-fly from the cab of your vehicle. Curl 
the blade down to fit under mailboxes and control light powdery snow, or open it up to move 
heavy wet snow. Three different attack angle positions (5°, 10°, and 20°) give you even more 
control over how your plow bites the road. A corrosion resistant 304 stainless steel lower mold-
board skin comes standard.

The SuperFlex is equipped with a 4 in. by 4 in. by 3/4 in. bottom angle and a torsion trip edge to 
protect your equipment from manholes and other hidden obstacles. The fully boxed A-frame, full 
width 4 in. structural tubing push frame, and 3 in. nitride outboard cylinders provide a powerful 
push and keep the plow close to the truck. This design gives the SuperFlex a tighter turning 
radius and reduces strain on the vehicle's front axle.

A standard 2-point telescoping chain lift (with attachment point for optional 3-point lift) provides 
a level lift for smooth, precise plow control. A sturdy 2-1/2 in. king pin features a manganese 
bronze bushing and grease fitting for easy maintenance.

Ideal for both high speed interstates and city 
streets.

WHERE TO BUY

https://www.loudennis.ca/find-a-dealer/



